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Background
• Cartilage has limited regenerative potential1
• Osteochondral lesions of the talus (OLTs) are injuries spanning the articular
cartilage and subchondral bone?

• OLT containment, size, and previous surgery determine choice of treatment6
• For uncontained lesions and/or lesions > 10 mm2, AOT is indicated
• For smaller lesions, BMS has favorable short-term clinical outcomes, but
the fibrocartilage and underlying subchondral plate can deteriorate over
time6
• BMS with EMCA did not yield superior clinical function scores compared
with BMS alone; however, cartilage infill on MRI was greater7

Background
• Augmenting AOT with a biologic may be beneficial
• Including cBMA reduces post-operative cyst formation by 20%3
• Augmentation with cBMA allowed for restoration of talar dome radius
curvature and color stratification on MRI4

• The addition of EMCA to cBMA in BMS led to almost twice as much cartilage
infill compared to the BMS and cBMA group alone8

Purpose
• We sought to determine if the addition of EMCA (BioCartilage® Extracellular
Matrix (Arthrex, Naples, Florida) to AOT and cBMA for the management of
OLTs leads to superior outcomes than AOT and cBMA alone

Hypothesis
• We hypothesized that augmenting AOT and cBMA with EMCA would
enhance integration of the host-graft interface, thereby reducing postoperative cyst formation after AOT
• Additionally, we hypothesized that the medley of cBMA and EMCA in AOT
would lead to improved Magnetic Resonance Observation of Cartilage
Repair Tissue (MOCART) scores and functional outcome scores at a
minimum follow up of 2 years post-operatively

Methods
• A retrospective comparative analysis was performed for all patients treated
with AOT for the treatment of OLT between 2012 and 2018
• AOT/cBMA was used from 2012-2015
• AOT/cBMA + EMCA was used from 2016-2018

• Foot and Ankle Outcome Scores (FAOS) pain
subscale and Visual Analog Score (VAS). Post-operative
MRIs were evaluated using the MOCART score and
compared with pre-operative MRIs
• Surgical technique: AOT/cBMA ±EMCA

Methods
Surgical Technique
• All AOT procedures were performed arthroscopically

Methods
Statistical Analysis
• Data of both groups were compared using the Man-Whitney U test for
continuous variables and the Fisher exact test for categorical variables
• The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed to compare preoperative and
postoperative outcome scores and MOCART score
• A value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant

Results
Clinical Characteristics
• 60 patients were included in our analysis
• AOT/cBMA = 34 patients

• AOT/cBMA + EMCA = 26 patients

• Mean follow-up times were
• AOT/cBMA = 45.1 ± 15.7 mo

• AOT/cBMA + EMCA = 31.3 ± 12.5 mo

Results
Lesion Containment & Location
• Most of the lesions
occurred primarily in the
anatomic zone L4, followed
by L7

• Over 92% of the lesions in
the AOT/cBMA + EMCA
group were uncontained;
almost 71% in the
AOT/cBMA group were
uncontained

Results
Clinical Outcomes
• In both groups, the mean FAOS
scores significantly improved from
before to after surgery (p < 0.001)
• There was no statistically significant
difference in FAOS score between
the AOT/cBMA group and
AOT/cBMA + EMCA group for any
of the subgroups

Results
MRI Outcomes
• There was no statistically
significant difference in MOCART
scores between the AOT/cBMA
and AOT/cBMA + EMCA groups

MRI depicting OCL on
the medial talar dome

X-ray showing talar
dome infill

Limitations
• Retrospective study design with different follow-up times for each treatment
group (45.1 ± 15.7 vs 31.3 ± 12.5 mo, AOT/cBMA and AOT/cBMA + EMCA,
respectively)
• This may be why the MOCART scores between the two groups were
similar
• 92% of the lesions in the AOT/cBMA + EMCA group were uncontained, as
compared to 73% in the AOT/cBMA group
• Patients with uncontained-type OLTs treated with AOT had poorer clinical
outcomes than those with uncontained-type OLTs5

Conclusions
• AOT/cBMA + micronized EMCA augmentation was an effective surgical
treatment for OLT, providing good clinical and radiological outcomes
• Biologic augmentation with cBMA may be sufficient to augment bone healing
and cartilage incorporation in the graft-host interface
• cBMA + EMCA augmentation may be useful for lesions that require more than
just a cylindrical autograft
• While EMCA + cBMA has benefit in regeneration and repair of OLTs after
BMS, there appears to be little benefit of EMCA over cBMA as a physiologic
grout between the graft host interface in OLTs treated with AOT
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